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Nearly one in four small business owners admit they’re likely to go out of 

business if someone makes a liability claim against them, according to new 

research conducted by QBE Insurance .

The research also found that:

• 30.4% said they’d lose revenue

• 28.6% said they’d lose clients

• One in five said their cash flow would dry up

Our survey also shows the industry can do more to educate small business 

owners about their liabilities. 

Insurance businesses and brokers alike are ideally the first point of contact 

for advice about insurance. Unfortunately, that’s not always the case. More 

than half (51.6%) of the business owners we surveyed report they turn to 

their accountant or financial advisor first for advice about insurance, while 

40.2% look for information themselves, mostly online. 

Almost a quarter (23.8%) of business owners say they ask their family and 

friends, and only 14.6% initiate the conversation with their insurance broker.

I believe this report makes a compelling case for keeping business 

insurance up to date and I hope business owners and insurance brokers 

will find it useful for starting open and frank conversations about having 

the right cover.

Insurance should grow with the business

I recommend exploring the research in this report, which brings together 

the results of our SME survey with analysis of five years of QBE liability 

claims data (2015-2019). The customer survey highlights SME sentiments 

around liability concerns, while our own claims data presents the 

unambiguous reality of the most common claims. Our report shows many 

business owners are worried about damage to their assets but might not 

have the cover they need today.

The QBE liability claims data (2015-2019) shows the breadth of claim type 

and its expense for small business owners. The two most expensive liability 

claims for small business owners are “injury to labour hire personnel” and 

“injury to third party worker”, while electrocution and fire are in position 

three and four. Defamation claims come in as the fifth most expensive 

liability claim type for small business owners. 

Meet the SMEs

I’m pleased to introduce you to some of the small businesses who are 

protected by QBE policies and I’m sure you’ll read their inspiring stories 

with interest. 

Small business is the lifeblood of Australia’s economy and I was particularly 

struck by these business owners’ considered approach and the way 

they’ve partnered with their own brokers to get the right advice and 

insurance to suit their unique needs.

I do hope you enjoy reading SMEs and Insurance: A pulse check on risk 

trends for businesses. I invite you to use the report to start conversations 

with your clients about keeping all of the covers for a business up to date 

as well as showing the value of expert advice from a good broker.

Aaron Gavin, 

General Manager, 

Small to Medium Enterprises (SME) 

QBE Australia

Getting the right insurance for right now

1. Pure Profile research study of 609 Australian SMEs completed for QBE Insurance during April 2019.
2. Pure Profile research study of 609 Australian SMEs completed for QBE Insurance during April 2019.
3. QBE Liability claims data 2015 – April 2018. 
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10 most common liability incidents that can impact your business

Protecting your customers, your staff and your business

Source: QBE liability claims data 2015 to April 2019
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Protecting your customers, your staff and your business

You have a duty of care to protect your 

customers from harm, whatever the  

size and nature of your business.  

The incidents may not even be your 

fault, but they occur across all industries, 

affecting people and property, and 

costing Australian businesses millions  

of dollars each year.

“When people think of insurance they tend to think more of their tangible 

assets like property, the business property or electronic equipment first,” 

says Aaron Gavin, QBE General Manager, Small to Medium Enterprises.

And while assets are important, some of the most commonly occurring 

claims are when someone has injured themselves while on a business 

premises or involved in that business. “This means that liability is the most 

commonly taken cover in small to medium enterprises,” Gavin explains.  

Liability insurance can pay compensation for injury, or damage that has 

occurred at your business. For example, incidents like a slip and fall or a trip 

and fall are among the most commonly occurring incidents.

The good news is that liability is generally more straight forward than other 

kinds of insurance. 

“Having liability insurance is fairly intuitive. If people 
are visiting your business premises and something 
happens to them while they’re there, then you can 
be legally liable for whatever injuries they incur,” 
Gavin explains.

“It’s not like a property scenario where you’re going through and identifying 

each individual piece of property and working out the right sum to insure 

them for. Liability is set up differently and generally you have a limit of 

liability which is, for most sorts of business insurance policies, either 10 or 

20 million dollars.”
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Which claims cost the most in your industry?  

The incidents that can have the highest financial impact on your business are not always the most commonly occurring incidents. And many of these high 

cost claims incidents relate to injuries, not just to property damage.  So, it’s important to protect your customers, your business, employees and yourself 

through adequate insurance coverage. 

Top ten most expensive claims were related to incidents involving:

Source: QBE liability claims data 2015 to April 2019, claim categories ordered according to the average incurred per loss.
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Top five highest claiming sectors:

Source: QBE liability claims data 2015 to April 2019, based on frequency of claims
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Which claims cost the most in your industry?

Source: QBE liability claims data 2015 to April 2019
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Largest bodily  
injury claim
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$1,061,382
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$571,255 

Third party worker 
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Paying for a claim

How would you pay for a claim if an incident happened? The majority of 
SMEs surveyed revealed they would likely run up large personal debts if they 
had to pay for claims themselves without insurance. 

These debts range from taking out a personal loan to using a credit card, from 
dipping into savings to simply not knowing where the money would come 
from. And the financial strain could be enough to put them out of business.

Claim against  
insurance policy

42%

Source: Pure Profile research study of 609 Australian SMEs completed for QBE Insurance during April 2019
Please note: Respondents were asked to select all that apply so percentages will not total 100.
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Paying for a claim  

Protecting all your business assets 
Underestimating the costs of replacing equipment after an incident can 
put huge financial pressure on your business. And if you’re running a small 
business out of your home, home and contents insurance policies don’t pick 
up your business cover. 

Aaron Gavin, QBE General Manager, Small to Medium Enterprises, reveals 
how a good estimate of your equipment costs can mean your property 
assets are covered:

“Small businesses need to make sure they’ve had the right advice about 
their cover and that it’s picking up any exposures which are specific to 
the business. Many people don’t really think through the implications of 
the little startup business they’ve got at home and what might happen to 
them,” he states.

Underinsurance is risky too
“We found that small businesses generally understood the need for liability 
insurance, but where they started to struggle a bit was when considering the 
right sort of sums they needed to be insured for.” 

Business owners often focus on the main items of business such as building 
and contents, stock and plant when thinking about their insurance, but 
anything that isn’t front of mind could be forgotten. If they haven’t thought 
through all the equipment or stock they have they can end up underinsured.

“One way around this is to think, in addition to your other items, what are 
the things that will impact my ability to continue doing business if they are 
damaged or not in use? Estimating these with the help of an insurance 
broker can help you work out the right sum you need to be insured for,” 
Gavin explains. 
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Business impacts of a claim

Being under-insured or having inadequate coverage could be disastrous to a 
small business owner if a liability claim were made against them. 

But the knock-on effects of a business liability claim could also shut them 
down. For example, of the SMEs surveyed by QBE, 46 per cent also said losing 
clients was the biggest risk to their cash flow. And 15 percent said a liability 
claim against them or their business was the biggest risk to their cash flow. 

A business simply can’t survive if it loses its revenue and clients. And if you 
lack the right coverage, a liability claim can expose your business to these 
very real risks. 

Source: Pure Profile research study of 609 Australian SMEs completed for QBE Insurance during April 2019
Please note: Respondents were asked to select all that apply so percentages will not total 100. 

Top five business impacts of a liability claim
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21%
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Business impacts of a claim  

Liability insurance – you can’t put a price on peace of mind 
Some small businesses don’t take out insurance when they’re starting up 
because of the perceived high cost of the coverage. And, more than half the 
SMEs surveyed by QBE aren’t worried about being the subject of a business 
liability claim. 

But as Aaron Gavin from QBE, and Brigid Shute, CEO of HaloGo a QBE liability 
insurance customer explain, not only is the cost of insurance worth it, having 
it might just save your business from closing for good.

The key to getting the right liability coverage is to know your business 
and to know the risks, explains Gavin:

“If they’re starting a business, then most people work out pretty quickly, 
through basic research and/or speaking to other business owners, that they 
need a liability cover.”

“Liability is the bit that is easiest to understand. If I’m liable for damage or 
injury to another individual or other people’s property, then I need to make 
sure I’ve got that cover and that peace of mind.”

“If I’ve got a business that has some computers and I lose them, I know I can 
replace them and it probably doesn’t put me out of business. But if someone 
gets injured or I provide advice that exposes me, well in that instance, it could 
put me out of business.”

Shute agrees liability insurance is vital when it comes to protecting even 
the smallest business: 

“While the upfront cash investment of public liability insurance can be a 
considerable sum for a start-up, the long term peace of mind, the safety 
net it provides my business and the comfort it provides my customers, my 
employees and my investors, has a value that is far greater than the dollar 
value that we’ve invested.”

“If I was talking to my more inexperienced self, three years ago, I would say, 
‘Don’t be stupid’. Even with the best will in the world, things can go wrong. And 
just because it does, it doesn’t mean you’ve done something wrong. It’s also 
not always going to be something you could have predicted.”
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Accountant 
financial advisorfinancial advisor 

51.6% Self-research
(i.e. online search)

40.2%

Family or friends

23.8%
Peers in my 

industry

17.7%
Insurance broker

14.6% Industry bodies

10% Other

5.7%
I don’t do  

any research

5.3%

Where do you turn for advice about insuring your business?

At some point soon, make time to talk with a dedicated insurance advisor 
about the right coverage for your business. 

Most people turn to the internet first when looking for insurance advice. But 
most of the information you might find online is very general, because it’s 
designed for a broad audience.

And chats with industry peers can only get you so far because even the same 
types of businesses have different ways of working, different equipment and 
different risks that all need to be covered. 

So if you want personalised advice that’s explicitly about your business 
and its insurance needs, talk with an insurance broker. Getting the right 
insurance cover could be the difference between recovering well from  
an incident – or not.

Source: Pure Profile research study of 609 Australian SMEs completed for QBE Insurance during April 2019
Please note: Respondents were asked to select all that apply so percentages will not total 100.

Where do you turn for advice about your business and finances
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Underinsurance and business continuity

Many SMEs remain unconcerned they could face a claim against 
them or would ever need to make an insurance claim themselves. 

Source: Pure Profile research study of 609 Australian SMEs completed for QBE Insurance during April 2019
Please note: Respondents were asked to select all that apply so percentages will not total 100.
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52%
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claim could be lodged 
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and they were 
underinsured  
or not insured  

at all
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Underinsurance and business continuity

Expert analysis: why some businesses don’t 
have the right cover
“Most people understand they need some kind of liability insurance, but 
two of the key insurance mistakes people make are being underinsured for 
business property and business continuity,” states Aaron Gavin, QBE General 
Manager, Small to Medium Enterprises. 

“One really simple example is a tradie. Many tradies work for themselves, 
and contract or subcontract out their services. Tradies need liability cover 
because they can’t get on the job site without it. They might then decide 
their tools aren’t really worth insuring, so they just take out liability and car 
insurance. In that example, the tradie will make straightforward purchases 
for what is a relatively simple cover where the risks are reasonably well 
understood,” Gavin explains.

“But if you’ve got, say, five employees and you’re running a business where 
you’ve got clients visiting your premises, then your risk exposures can look 
and feel quite different. People often cover property assets and liability, 
but they aren’t insured for business continuity. If a fire goes through your 
premises it can take three weeks to get back up and running. So if you don’t 
have business interruption cover you can lose three weeks of turnover and 
therefore profit.

“For small businesses in particular, that might actually mean the difference 
between staying in business and going out of business. We’ve seen plenty of 
examples out there where we were able to reinstate the property, and legal 
liability was covered, but because the business couldn’t continue trading 
and cash flow was impacted, it lost customers and ultimately went out of 
business,” Gavin observes.

Many people are now choosing to self-serve their insurance at the micro, 
sole-trader, SME end of the market because there are insurance solutions out 
there they can access directly themselves. 

QBE sells through insurance brokers and advocates for engaging an 
insurance professional who can have the right conversation with you about 
your business risks, and the type of insurance and level of cover you’ll need. 

“The simple answer about getting the right cover is that it comes back to the 
size of your business and to knowing your business. And a broker is ideally 
placed to help you with that,” Gavin says. 
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Customer story: HaloGo and QBE 

HaloGo is a start-up, on-demand fuel 

delivery service that brings fuel to 

customers so they don’t need to visit a 

petrol station. Working with fuel means 

there is a lot of risk, including potential 

for things to go wrong. Brigid Shute, the 

founder and CEO of HaloGo, explains  

how she found the right public liability 

coverage for her business with QBE.
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Customer story: HaloGo and QBE (cont..)

“We needed an insurer who backed our level of risk and a broker who would 
look at our business information and any possible risks and then support us 
with insurance,” Shute says, pictured with business partner Robert Pacaro. 

All of HaloGo’s equipment and vehicles needed to be insured because the 
company’s ‘place of work’ is essentially mobile and in a continually changing 
physical environment. It also needed public liability insurance as the business 
delivers fuel outside of the service station environment.

“We needed to get educated around what a public liability policy would 
and wouldn’t include, and the types of scenarios it might cover,” Shute 
remembers. “And so we used a broker from Brookvale Insurers who we knew 
and trusted to interpret the language and the fine print for us. That expertise 
was worth its weight in gold.” 

“I would say to other people who are starting a new business, ‘Find a good 
broker who you feel really comfortable with asking really dumb questions.

“I’ve now got the peace of mind that I’ve got QBE behind me if I ever need to 
use public liability insurance. I could think of nothing worse than if something 
went wrong and someone got hurt,” she says.

“Even a business with minimal financial exposure, like a soy candle maker 
who sells at market stalls, has risks. And the stuff that happens is the stuff you 
never read about.” 

Having the right insurance is about being a responsible business owner who 
does everything they can upfront to manage risk, Shute concludes. 

“An incident will hopefully never happen, but you need to do everything you 
can to fix it if it does.”
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Customer story: Anton Brown, Brown and Son Plumbing

Anton Brown always knew he wanted 

to start his own business, even from an 

early age. Five years ago after gaining 

experience with other people he started 

Brown and Son Plumbing in Adelaide and 

the business now includes Anton, three 

experienced plumbers, an apprentice 

plumber, two admin staff and his wife, who 

helps with management and bookkeeping.  

A few years after starting the business Brown met Ross Christian 
through an organisation called Business Networking International. The 
two became firm friends. Their relationship also revealed to Brown the 
importance of turning to an insurance specialist for the right advice 
about liabilities.

“Before I met Ross, I thought insurance was just something you had to have, 
just to get jobs. It wasn’t anything I’d taken that seriously. But when you’re 
thinking about the nitty gritties included in business insurance, there’s quite a 
lot to it. Ross explained all those in great detail and continues to,” Brown says.
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Customer story: Anton Brown, Brown and Son Plumbing

One of the key benefits of working with Christian is that he makes sure 
Brown and Son Plumbing has the right liability insurance. 

“Public liability insurance is a necessity in my line of work. If I or one of my 
team members are on a job, and something was to happen to a member of 
the public or some property is damaged while we’re working on someone’s 
house that would come under our public liability insurance,” Brown explains.

“We also need to have a minimum of $20 million in public liability insurance 
just to be able to work in quite a lot of facilities where our customers are, like 
large shopping malls.”

Brown was aware of the usual types of incidents that can happen in a 
business, like fire, property damage and injury. But Christian helped him 
structure Brown and Son’s business insurance to cover crucial things Brown 
hadn’t thought of, including tax auditing and business interruption insurance. 

“I didn’t know much about those until I spoke with Ross, but they happen to 
a lot of people,” Brown admits.

Brown and Christian also conducted rigid insurance reviews together 
annually, which helps Brown to make sure he has the right liability 
insurance cover.

  “We look at our assets and make sure everything is covered and anything 
that might have changed as far as our work risk, basically anything that 
could affect us if something happened.”

“Having liability insurance in place means I don’t have to think about those 
risks too much. Because while assessing and minimising risk on a job 
is front of mind for me and my team, we also need to make sure we’re 
protecting members of the public and even other tradespeople who might 
not have the same approach as us.

“Our aim is to never ever make a claim on our liability insurance, but if we 
ever have to, then I know that we are safe from anything that happens to 
us, either as a business or personally,” Brown concludes.
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Public Liability insurance and why you need it

Public Liability insurance is also known 

as General Public and Product Liability 

insurance. It helps cover your business  

if someone brings a compensation 

claim against you for an event 

connected with your business,  

even if that incident is not your fault.

Public Liability insurance covers claims such as:

1.  Personal injury costs, e.g. a customer is hurt on your business premises 

and brings claims against you for medical costs and damages. 

2.  Costs for damage to property of others, e.g. as a result of a  fire, water 

damage, glass breakage, electrical damage or a major spillage.

3.  Advertising liability costs, e.g. a regulator brings charges of misleading 

advertising, a competitor claims that you stole their ideas or a 

customer claims you invaded their privacy.

4.  Legal costs. This will cover the costs that your insurer will incur 

defending you, as well as any reasonable expenses you incur with 

your insurer’s consent when defending a claim against you.
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10 questions about your small business insurance  

The point of having business insurance 

is to be properly covered if you ever 

need it. Though the wrong policy could 

see you pay too much for premiums or 

leave you underinsured. 

When your business changes, it’s vital to review your policy – factors like 

equipment upgrades, new premises, and new employees can all mean 

your old insurance policy no longer fits. Your liabilities tend to grow as your 

business grows, so make sure you’ve got the right coverage by asking the 

following ten questions each time you consider buying a new policy:

1. Does your policy cover liability of employees, temporary staff and 

independent contractors?

2. Consider your excess. Would you pay a higher premium for a lower 

excess, or a lower premium for a higher excess?

3. Does your policy cover you for negligence if you make a mistake in 

running your business?

4. If you operate a specialist business, is your insurer experienced in 

insuring other companies in your sector?

5. Are you covered for claims that may arise from work done overseas?

6. Does your policy cover your legal expenses if you need to defend a 

lawsuit – even if your company hasn’t made a mistake?

7. Are the monetary limits of coverage adequate for your needs?

8. Does your policy cover you for all your risks?

9. Are there any exclusions you need to be wary of?

10. How would you like to pay the premium? Are annual, quarterly or 

monthly payments an option? 
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Learn more about your insurance options

It’s simple: insurance brokers can save your business money. They can 
negotiate with insurers to get you the best prices and tailor an insurance 
package that makes sure you have the right coverage for right now, Aaron 
Gavin, QBE’s General Manager, SME, explains. 

“QBE principally sells through insurance brokers, so we’re advocates for 
engaging an insurance professional who can have the right conversation with 
you, who can understand your business and therefore the exposures or risks 
you face. This means they can then advise you appropriately around the sort 
of insurance and the level of cover you need,” Gavin states.

A broker’s role is to:

• Help you understand the costs associated with risks you want to cover

• Find insurance plans that work for you

• Set up policies and ensure the required documentation is in order

•  Guide you through the claims process if you need to make a claim (check 
this is part of the service if it’s important to you).

Your broker needs to be:

•  A specialist – is the broker a specialist in your industry with the experience 
and insight to meet your needs?

•  Responsive – Does the broker respond promptly to your enquiries? Is the 
information they share helpful?

• Persistent – Do they track down the right information for you?

•  Honest – Look for a broker who tells the truth, not just what they think 
you want to hear.

When choosing a broker it’s also wise to check their credentials and 
decided if they’ll be a good fit for you. Questions to ask include:

• Do you have any certifications? 

• Are there any types of insurance you specialise in?

• Will you be managing my account?

• How will you bill me for your services?

• Can you provide references
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Finding a broker

If you don’t have a reliable personal recommendation, the National Insurance Brokers Association (NIBA)* can help you find an accredited broker. 

To find a broker visit NIBA’s website:  www.needabroker.com.au or call 1300 53 10 73.

*NIBA members must meet set service standards and adhere to a strict code of ethics. For example, if they’re acting as an agent for a particular insurance 
company, they’ll have to be upfront about it. And if you’re not happy with your broker – as per NIBA’s Insurance Brokers Code of Practice – your broker will refer 
the issue to a dispute resolution manager.

10 useful articles for small-to-medium businesses from QBE
1. What insurance do you need to start a small business? 

www.qbe.com/au/news/insurance-for-a-new-small-business

2. Building your business risk minimisation strategy  
www.qbe.com/au/news/building-your-business-risk-minimisation

3. How to avoid underinsurance in business 
www.qbe.com/au/news/how-to-avoid-underinsurance-in-business

4. How to evaluate your business risks 
www.qbe.com/au/news/how-to-evaluate-your-business-risks

5. What is Public Liability Insurance? 
www.qbe.com/au/business-insurance/public-liability

6.  Small Business insurance that passes the ‘easy’ test 
www.qbe.com/au/business-insurance/small-business

7. 10 key considerations for your small business insurance policy 
www.qbe.com/au/news/10-key-considerations-for-your-business

8. How brokers work 
www.qbe.com/au/news/how-brokers-work

9. How to find the right broker for you 
www.qbe.com/au/news/how-to-find-the-right-broker 

10. How to prepare your business for the holidays 
https://www.qbe.com/au/news/how-to-prepare-your-business-for-the

DISCLAIMER: 
The advice in this report is general in nature and has been prepared without taking into account your objectives, financial situation or needs. You must decide whether or not it is appropriate,  
in light of your own circumstances, to act on this advice. You should ensure you obtain and consider the Product Disclosure Statement for the policy before you make any decision to acquire it.

Copyright 2019 QBE Insurance (Australia) Limited. All rights reserved. ABN 78 003 191 035 | AFSL 239545. 
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